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It’s been a challenge following what’s going on with the AR World Championships.  I won’t 
personally arrive in Portugal until Thursday, so I’ve been in touch with our Untamed staff person at 
the race and I’ve been trying to keep track on Twitter and the race website as best as possible.  
Caveats apply: this is pieced together from fragments and could be off-base, but some news is better 
than no news — even if it isn’t 100% confirmed and verified, right?  This is a blog, after all, and not 
the NY Times! 
It was a cold, windy, and foggy night for all the teams as they worked their way through Portugal’s 
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tallest mountains.  There was a chance of snow up top.  I’m told there was hot soup served at one of 
the Checkpoints in a small village up in the mountains last night; you’ve got to love the cultural 
experiences you can get with adventure racing!  With the sun coming up, and just over 24 hours of 
racing in the books (not counting the now controversial prologue), I can share the following: 
At the front of the race pack, it sounds like Nike and OrionHealth are really pushing the pace.   
Lundhags is not far behind.  To illustrate the pace at the front, I understand Nike actually sprints 
their way into and out of a Transition Area — where a more mortal team might slow up and jog the 
final stretch or resume their race a bit more slowly, they are going 100% apparently 100% of the 
time.  Just amazing intensity but the race is still early!   
Nike certainly has been aggressive, feverishly going after bonus checkpoints.  This puts pressure on 
teams like OrionHealth and the others vying for the victory, forcing them to make tough decisions to 
try and beat Nike at their own game (speed!) or bypass some of the early bonus points to conserve 
energy and time for later in the race.   As one friend of mine observed, “Nike knows how to work a 
complex, rule-heavy course” and so Nike could be laying the foundation for a win at this race.  
Conversely, they could be opening the door for other teams to out-wit them and there is some very 
smart and speedy competition in Portugal.  It’s too early to have any perspective on what strategies 
are paying dividends. 
 
The first race cut-off is Wednesday at 9 PM, so teams are planning their routes and decisions to go 
after bonus checkpoints around this fixed time tomorrow evening.  
The format of this race is such that the winning team will be the one that obtains the most 
checkpoints in the specified amount of time.  For example, if Nike gets 50 CPs and finishes on 
Saturday at 10 AM, while OrionHealth gets 49 CPs and finishes on Friday at 10 PM, Nike would be 
the winner.  It’s not as complicated as it sounds, but it probably makes a live race leaderboard very 
hard to maintain.  We hope their plan is to update the official race leaderboard after each Stage of the 
race (so later this morning). 
As of 10 AM Tuesday morning Nov 10, a handful of teams have already dropped from the race.  
These are teams Multisport.fi, MEDITRON-IND-VENEZUELA, Gallaecia , and Gorenjska banka 
Lima Salomon.  It looks like this is due to injuries, and it’s too early in the race for any other reason 
to force a team out of the competition.  So far, none of the injuries are serious.  I think the 
Multisport.fi team was mountain biking when one racer crashed and dislocated his/her shoulder, for 
example.  The racers are going to be OK, but their 2009 AR World Championship race has come to a 
premature conclusion. 
Multisport.fi was a pre-race favorite, so there is now more room at the top of the leaderboard without 
that Finnish team in the race. 
We have some photos coming, and I should hear more later today and will keep Adventure World 
Magazine in the loop! 
Picture at top courtesy of Paulo Calisto 
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Ocean waves crashed to my right; more waves to my left. I sat on a narrow spit of beach with the 
Atlantic to either side. The beach landscape here was stunning, with sandstone formations and pillars 
of rock jutting up at extreme angles. It’s as if rock structures from the Utah desert had been 
magically transported to the ocean side. This was the scenic finish to the 2009 Adventure Racing 
World Championship, and while the race organizers took heat for their unorthodox race format, 
nobody can question their selection of dramatic race finish locations. 
For a specific look at the race format, see this piece published earlier today. 
More articles » 
Race Updates » 
La Ruta de los Conquistadores – Stage 3 

 
Monavie-Cannondale team worked their way up the volcanoes on Stage 3. Tinker Juarez did an 
outstanding climb towards the Irazú Volcano, he ascended like it was his last climb. 
Jeremiah Bishop followed Juarez with a gap of close to 3 minutes along with Deiber Esquivel and 
Marc Trayter, both trying to break the trio apart and move upfront on the hunt for Tinker.  
More articles » 
Latest Video Post 
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